
Butterfl y Drawing

Landmarks
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Butterfl ies are symmetrical …draw the other half and colour in 
with the bright colours you see on a butterfl y.

What is your favourite landmark of the day? Please draw it in the box provided and give it a fun name!

The Butterfl y Life Cycle: A butterfl ies life begins as an egg for 
3-7 days, until the egg hatches and they grow into caterpillars. As 
the caterpillars grow older they form a cocoon called a chrysalis 
and 2 weeks later a butterfl y emerges!

FUN FACT 1: In the world there are 
around 24,000 diff erent species of 
butterfl ies!

Count the number of butterfl ies you fi nd 
today and write down the number in the 
box:

Write down what colour butterfl ies you have 
seen today:
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DID YOU KNOW: Birds use landmarks to navigate long journeys

FUN FACT 2: Some chickens can lay 
green or blue eggs!



Hedgehog Maze

Tree Bark Rubbings
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Can you help our hedgehog get home? 
Draw the route for the hedgehog to get back to his nest.

On your summer hunt bring with you some coloured pencils or crayons to do some tree bark rubbings. Hold the 
paper against the tree and rub the coloured pencil lightly against the paper to see the diff erent patterns of the 
wood. Compare a few of these rubbings for diff erent types of trees.

Ask your family to help you identify each tree type and write these below your bark rubbings.

FUN FACT 3: Hedgehogs can actually 
swim quite well and some can even 
climb trees!
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FUN FACT 4: One tree can produce enough oxygen to support a family of four for a year!

Tree bark rubbing 1

Name of tree:

Tree bark rubbing 2

Name of tree:



Eye Spy Tick List

Dandelion Clock
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When you spot them - tick them off  the list!

Ask your parents to help you fi nd an animal trail and draw it below.

Ask your parents to show you how you can use a dandelion to tell the time and don’t forget to make a wish! Get 
them to help you draw the time on the dandelion clock below.*

* Simply count the number of breaths to blow off  all the seeds of a dandelion to give you the hour number!
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